HFFx
(High Frequency Effect)
The HFFx algorithm is beneficial in restoring and/or enhancing the audio bandwidth to
create a more open, ‘Hi Resolution’ (Hi Res) sound from band-limited material. It is also
beneficial where band-limited codecs &/or recording processes or lossy encoders (e.g.
MP3) have been applied. It can also radically transform up-mixing from lower sample
rates to Hi Res output.
Examples of use include:


Restoration of high frequency content that was removed by Bluetooth Audio
transportation



Restoration of spectral content removed by file encoding/ transmission schemes
such as MP3.



Extending the bandwidth of material that was recorded band-limited (e.g.
recorded to analogue tape, radio, low sample rate, or other restrictions)



Up-Mixing of audio from 1fs (44.1k and 48kHz) to Hi Res audio rates such as 2fs
(88.2kHz, 96kHz) and beyond

Typical before and after spectrogram following MP3 encoding (Lame MP3 encoding of
‘Big Yellow Taxi’ by Counting Crows, 128kbps FBR).
The result is that lossy encoding can produce dull & lifeless sounds.

Applying the HFFx Algorithm to MP3 encoded audio.
The HFFx algorithm works by re-synthesising harmonics from various frequency bands
and then mixing proportions of those harmonics back into the original encoded signal to
restore high frequency content.

HFFx can also be used for up-converting from lower sample rates to ‘Hi Resolution’
sample rates. (Source: Excerpt from SA-CD)

Restoration of missing HF content from “lossy encoded” material

Fig. 1 Application: Restoration of lossy encoding where effective BW is ~11KHz

The parameters for HFFx can be tuned using a PC Application (App).
There are 3 DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) displays on the App that show the
spectral density: green, blue and purple:


Green is the DFT of the incoming signal



Blue is the added harmonics only



Purple is the combined output.

Freq knob sets the frequency from which new harmonics are created. For example, if
the system/codec has a cut-off at 14kHz, the frequency is then set to 14kHz and
harmonics will be generated from 14kHz and above.
The big green button is the effect on/off control. When green, it's 'on'. By pressing this
button the effect can be compared on and off.
Harm Gain sets the level of added harmonics.
Dens - sets high/low harmonic density. A decision on Dens can be made by auditioning
and that setting can be used for a specific product.
Volume at the bottom allows output attention.
Audio settings button - allows he ASIO control panel to be opened.
FS: reports the current sample frequency.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, lossy encoding has effectively reduced the content
bandwidth to ~11 KHz (Green display).
Addition of the missing harmonics extends the bandwidth to ~20KHz (Purple display),
restoring the ‘life’ to the sound and making it sound like the original before lossy
encoding took place.

Hi Res Up-conversion
In systems sampled at 44.1 or 48KHz (1*Fs), audio bandwidth has to be limited to ~18
KHz to 20KHz by analogue filtering to avoid aliasing distortion in the analogue to digital
conversion process.
When up-converting this material to Hi Res formats like 96KHz or 192KHz in a
straightforward way, the result is at best only as good as the 1*Fs version and does not
take any advantage of the wider bandwidth available in the Hi Res format.
HFFX can be applied to reconstruct the missing harmonics and produce the more
“open” and lifelike sound of Hi Res original sampling.

Fig.2 Application: Hi Res up-conversion of 44.1k Fs to 96kHz Fs

Deploying the HFFx Algorithm in an Embedded System
The HFFx PC App is usually used for tuning the parameters of the HFFx algorithm for a
particular loudspeaker system and required sound.
Once these parameters have been identified for a particular application using the PC
App, they are usually deployed as fixed sets of parameters that can be selected by the
end user (e.g. HFFx Effect OFF / Setting 1 / Setting 2) in the embedded code.
Platforms already supported:


CSR 8670



Qualcomm MAPX7

For further information please contact info@oxford-digital.com

